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MindSoul Brain Technologies
Neuro-pathway Mapping and Treatment
for Mental and Physical trauma
Dr. Dennis Maness

HealthWalk

Your Path to Vibrant Health
Mark Hinds
Up to this point in history, healthcare
has been divided into two camps – the
western allopathic model and what
was known as the traditional medicine
model from a multitude of cultures
developed over centuries. HealthWalk is
the leading innovator in combining the
science of the western symptom based
approach with the holistic perspective
of traditional medicine while integrating
the newest in emerging technologies.
HealthWalk has harnessed the best
technologies to gather and analyze
consistent, comprehensive information
about the body and mind. This data is
evaluated by HealthWalk’s specially
trained healthcare practitioners in
consistent and customized protocols to
recommend the most effective solutions
from all healing disciplines to address
the fundamental causes of disease.
HealthWalk also has proprietary
products and supplements which are
clinically developed and proven to
support the body to regain, maintain
and enhance health. This session will
outline the modalities, the protocols
and cases studies of people who have
experienced the power of the HealthWalk
system of health and wellbeing. One
of HealthWalk’s key technologies,
MindSoul Brain Technologies, a brain
mapping and sound and light frequency
treatment system, will be discussed in
a separate session by the developer and
patent holder of the neuro-stimulation
patents used in this protocol.

MindSoul™ is the overarching brand
name given to the HealthWalk Company’s products and services which map,
support and enhance the development
and repair of the human cognitive processes and responses which may be
affected through conditioning, stress,
daily living and damaged through
physical or emotional trauma or exists
from birth.
One of the key technologies in this
group is MindSoul Brain Technologies.
Dr. Dennis Maness, the developer and
patent holder of Neuro-Stimulation
therapy will discuss and demonstrate
during this conference, the science and
efficacy of MindSoul Brain Technologies to ease the range of symptoms of
ADHD, anxiety, autism, depression,

memory, mood swings, physical impairment from accidents and disease,
PTSD, sleeplessness and more. MindSoul Brain Technologies maps the
brain and uses specific customized
sound and light frequencies to support
the brain to recover missing or damaged neuro pathways to support the
mind and body to maintain a higher
level of homeostasis.
HealthWalk’s results are significant,
dramatic and lasting. Our clients include the US Department of Labor, a
number of schools, learning clinics,
rehabilitation centers and health clinics throughout America and the penal
systems of California and Nevada.

Natural Long-Wave
BioElectric Currents
A Neo-Taoist Examination of Earth's and
Moon's Co-orbiting, and the Resulting,
Induced Long-wave Bio-Electric Currents
Hugh Tinling
Tesla’s insights into the dynamics of
electric generators, and consideration
of celestial-object scales, leads to the
identification of a planetary generating
system and its effects throughout the
biological realm. This new model provides a framework to produce larger,
healthier plants by utilizing the periodicity of naturally occurring, growth
enhancing bio-electrical fields... and
indicates that scheduling strategies can
optimize projects.Applied traditional
Chinese philosophy introduces whole
system dynamics (Tao), and unified
complimentary antagonism (polarity)
known as Tai Chi, (Yin-Yang). An examination of the solar system as nonsymmetrical polarity, with the Sun as
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a point-centered pole, and darkness
(space) as multi-pole highlights the
light/dark dynamic widely recognized
in the annual change of seasons with
its attendant change in growth and demise in living systems.
A third major light/dark biocycle originating in the binary-planet dynamic of
the Earth’s and Moon’s co-orbiting.
This process, within the Sun’s great
continuous out-flowing of energy, induces on Earth a vast slow alternating
current flowing within bio-organisms
affecting both their growth, and healing. Plant growth studies, statistical
medical records investigations, and
bio-current research support this extraordinary premise.
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